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We can accept the President's proposal (A/CONF.62/
L. 132 and Add. 1) with a view to contributing to the final consensus, progress towards which has been facilitated by the exertions of those who have negotiated it under the President's
expert guidance,

[Original: Spanish]
[4 June 1982]
Colombia supports and, in general, endorses the statement
by the Group of 77 at the 177th plenary meeting of the
Conference. Our primary concern is to afford protection to
the developing countries which, like Colombia, are producers
and potential producers of land-based minerals and which
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require safeguards in the form of rules and machinery in
order to confront the risks of exploiting the resources of the
seas and the sea-bed.
Like the vast majority of the members of the Group of 77,
we have no possibility of becoming a "pioneer", protected by
what has been termed "PIP" or preparatory investment protection, and our analysis of that system is based on the following considerations, which we would like to make known.
In the Group of 77, we commented, at the appropriate
time, on the strategy to be followed in discussing amendments
to Part XI of the convention and to the preparatory investment protection. The latter constitutes an incentive to the
developed countries, aimed at facilitating the signature and
ratification of the convention, on the understanding that no
unilateral concessions but only reciprocal ones are admissible
and that in any case the provisions may be invoked only by
parties to the Convention or, in other words, no one may
validly take advantage of those provisions, directly or
indirectly, outside the framework of the convention.
We consider that the industrialized countries should
become parties to the convention, the viability of which would
otherwise be limited. We need the technological contributions
of the developed countries and their financial contributions to
the Authority, in the interests of a pragmatic universality
based on the principles which inspired this Conference and
especially that of the common heritage of mankind.
It is in light of the network of reciprocal interests embodied
in the Convention that we can accept the compromises
reached in the aforementioned documents.
We observe that a closed club of pioneer investors is being
created which will have the authority to "corner" the mining
sites in the seas. As regards paragraph 9 (d) of annex IV, we
are concerned because such pioneers may apportion the tonnage of mineral production among themselves and may, if
they wish, establish an order of priority, yet in neither case
does the Authority have the power of decision.
The pioneers number nine in all the Enterprise, operating
in the name of the international community, will be left in
that initial stage with only one mining site; i.e., there will be a
ratio of 1 to 9 between the Authority and the pioneers.
Discussion of the size of the areas has been particularly
complex. We understand that it has dealt principally with the
risks, since no provision has been made for a change in the
tonnage of polymetallic nodules or an increase in payment
commensurate with an increase of size.
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At first glance, 150,000 square kilometres would appear a
vast area, being larger than most of the countries members of
the Conference.
The delegation of Colombia can accept the compromise
reached by the negotiators representing the Group of 77 on
the understanding that article 151 is maintained intact.
The provisions of article 151, in conjunction with those of
article 150, i.e., the control of marine mineral production and
its effective limitation taking into account the legitimate
interests of developing countries producers of land-based
minerals, such as Colombia, together with the safeguards
stipulated in other provisions, are what make us able to accept
the protection of preparatory investment.
The delegation of Colombia can accept the modifications
proposed in annex V (A/CONF.62/L.132). This position is in
keeping with its steadfast resolve not to hamper progress
towards the final consensus and its respect for the principles of
unity, universality and integrity of the convention.
In article 150 we note some changes which can be described
as drafting changes and do not prejudice land-based producers and potential producers of nickel, copper, manganese and
cobalt. I repeat that article 150 is untouchable for our delegation and article 151 is closely associated with it.
Article 155 bears a close relationship with the course of the
so-called parallel system and implies in the proposed
modification that the review conference will be governed by a
procedure very similar to that of the current Conference. We
would have preferred the procedure to be changed, but it
appears that we will have to resign ourselves to its application
again. Probably, in countries like ours, an amendment to the
convention will be approved by Congress more readily if it is
adopted by the same procedure as the convention itself.
The change whereby the largest consumer would be added
to the Council (article 161) is acceptable to us. We regret that
it has not been possible to provide for greater participation by
medium-sized industrialized countries, which have played a
moderating and conciliating role and could do the same in the
Council.
Finally, we are prepared to support improvements regarding transfer of technology, processing of applications and
work plans, or any other improvements which strengthen consensus without undermining the basic principles of our position and which accord with our resolve to secure the approval
of the text by consensus.

